The swimming pool is now open again inline with government
guidelines. However, the pool membership as we know it will
still be affected as there will be issues with social
distancing.During this time all bookings for old and new
swimmers will be classed as private hire and MUST be booked
prior and agreed by me via text so I have a written copy of the
booking so no one can turn up and say I booked over the phone
with someone when they haven't. No bookings will be taken
over the phone or via e-mail. I have to have strict control of the
pool use and also I would then have contact details of every
user just in case I would need to contact anyone if we had an
outbreak (Government guidelines). My number is
07799510863. On your first text inc your full name so I can add
you to my contacts so it saves you adding that info on future
texts. My phone is protected for GDPR and your details will not
be passed on to others. The day will be split into 1 hour slots
with time between each slot to allow for cleaning of the
changing rooms. The pool will then be split into 2 lanes. Each
half of the pool will be labelled lane 1 and lane 2. The changing
rooms will be labelled 1 and 2 also. So lane 1 in the pool will
be allotted changing room 1.ONE household will be able to hire
half the pool and a changing room for £12or both lanes and
both changing rooms for £20 for the hour slot. If both lanes
&changing rooms are booked then you will have sole use of the
whole pool. Half pool, due to size, can only be booked to a
maximum of 2 adults and 1 child. Half pool option is aimed at
the single or couple swimmers.There are numerous disinfectant
sprays available in the changing rooms and the lobby for
customer use. I have also put in a disinfectant foot bath for
people to step in and step out as they enter the lobby before
going into the changing rooms. As I said people will be
encouraged to spray after use and I (or a team member) will be
checking in between each swim slot. We recommend people

come changed and showered before swimming to save time as
the hour will be from arrival time to depart time, you will not
be allowed to arrive before your hour slot to change as it may
cause an overlap of users which I can't have due to the size of
the changing rooms. I have allowed time in between slots for
me to sterilize each changing room before each use.
Any existing members please contact Craig if you have any
queries over your suspended membership.

